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Principle problem and motivation
Motivation: Pollution is a big problem. Street represents first impression.

We are solving dirty street and air pollution.

We are designing for pedestrian. It is different from existing design because is has 

multifunction.

Impact/ethics: Communication between pedestrians and the environment. Provides 

aesthetic enjoyment and clean, healthy air for the people, and positive environmental 

impact on the surrounding area. 



Implementation, parts list, division of focus
Implementation: They’ve be deployed in street corners, urban spaces, abandoned lots.

Parts list: Interactive components, Sensors, Motors, Glass Pieces, Metal Frame

                The Plant

Responsibilities: Liz: graphic elements , document

                           Elora: organic, bio-side/ plant-side research

                           Ruonan: Material side research, finalize design detail 



Tentative Design

Closed Open



Bel-Air Plant Powered Living Air Filter

A mini mobile greenhouse, by Mathieu Lehanneur & David Edwards, which 

draws indoor polluted air through a fan into a pyrex pod that houses potted 

plants (gerbera, philodendron, spathiophyllum, pathos, chlorophytum) then 

filtering it through three main natural filters of the leaves, roots, and the 

humidity before being releasing the purified air.

https://www.thegreenhead.com/2008/05/bel-air-plant-powered-air-filter.php

https://www.thegreenhead.com/2008/05/bel-air-plant-powered-air-filter.php


Bio Research and Materials
● The interior of the piece will house some sort of organic material with 

the purpose of cleaning the toxicity of the surrounding air, as well as 

adding a bit of greenery to the dense cityscape. 

● Some initial research shows the most common harmful toxins and 

pollutants around us, and common plants which naturally absorb such 

materials.  Many houseplants and algae/lichen have these capabilities. 

● “Breathing air pollution such as ozone (a primary ingredient in 
urban smog), particulate matter, carbon monoxide, nitrogen 
oxides, sulfur dioxide, and lead can have numerous effects on 
human health...” -- US EPA



Direction and Next Steps
● The interior’s mini ecosystem will have be maintained somehow (a watering system, 

access to sunlight, etc.) and will change depending on our decision for material(s), and 

will be in our thoughts as we move forward with design. 

● Also, examining the various plant species for adverse effects will be an important step 

in ensuring the positive presence of these sculptures. For instance, a few of the plants 

in NASA’s study were toxic to cats. Some may be common allergens. 

● Other questions about the bio side of the project: 

○ Where these materials come from and the sustainability of 

harvesting/growing them

○ Will they survive in Phx heat? Alternative materials for different city 

scenarios?

○ Will they absorb enough toxins to make any difference at all? Quantitative 

data needed. 

○ And will we be able to use it in the small scale in order to build a miniature 

prototype? 



The LED panels were placed at various, low-level heights throughout the 
hallway. The light patterns, along with the wall paper, create the effect of 
movement through the forest. At low heights, the display is accessible to 
young patients, aged 1-16 years old, allowing them to move with the animals 
and engage with the magical lights. The aim of the ‘Nature Trail’ is to distract 
young patients from their upcoming operations and to temporarily relieve 
them from their anxieties.This project is exemplary for a number of reasons: 
it is an innovative implementation of affordable technology in an existing 
environment; it creatively services and meets the needs of its target audience; 
it reflects a strong relationship and thoughtful collaboration between a 
designer, the participants, and a philanthropic organization; and it offers a 
replicable model, not only for hospitals.

The design distincts which have long separated nature from artifice, examining new relations between human 
beings and their environment taking shape, from the nano-scale of individual cells to larger global 
environmental phenomena, and from the scale of materials to the urban structures they create.  
Merging biology and architecture, the design spans across all levels of animation, from the bio-inspired 
design of inanimate material, through dynamic inorganic material, to living material itself. Implementation 
range from using nano-materials to naturally control transparency in desert structures, to employing cancer 
treatment techniques to deal with urban densification.



The free standing structure reacts to the body heat and movements of each viewer. 
This living structure integrates artificial and natural elements into an organic system. 
Human presence around the triggers the opening of 'cabinet de curiosités' filled with 
biological materials which are expected to have a significant impact on architectural 
design and construction.

Example:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8j2RegeSwYM


